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THE SYNCHRONOUS ACTIVE NEUTRON DETECTION ASSAY SYSTEM*

MarkM. PickrellandPeter K. Kendall
Los AlamosNationalLaboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT suing reprocessing of spent fuel to extend the pluto-
nium fuel cycle. This problemis complicated because

We have begun to develop a novel technique for as the spent fuel cools, it becomes less radioactive, less
active neutronassay of fissile materialin spentnuclear hazardousto handle,and amore attractivediversion tar-
fuel. This approachwill exploit the unique operating get. In addition,repackagingof the spent fuel into con-
features of a 14-MeV neutrongeneratordeveloped by tainers lowers the probability of diversion detection
Schlumberger.1 This generatorand a novel detection using physical observation.5"rl
systera will be appliedto the directmeasurementof the The presenttechnicalapproachfor the nondestruc-
fissile materialcontent in spent fuel in placeof the indi- tive assay of spent fuel is an indirect measurement. A
rect measuresused at present, directmeasurementis notperformed because the radia-

The techniquewe are investigating is termed syn- tion from the fissile material is overwhelmed by the
chronous active neutron detection (SAND). It closely radiationfrom fissionproductsproducedduringexposure
follows a method that has been used routinely in other in the reactor core. Existing spent fuel assay systems,
branchesof physics to detect very small signals in the such as the passive Fork detector, measure the passive
presence of large backgrounds. Synchronousdetection neutron and gamma emission from fission products
instrumentsare widely available commerciallyand are such as 134Cs, 37Cs, 54Eu, and 144Ce-Pr. The fis-
termed "lock-in"amplifiers.2"4 We haveimplementeda sion prodl,ctconcentrationis used to infer the exposure
digital lock-in amplifier in conjunction with the or burnupof the spent fuel. The burnupestimate is
Schlumbergerneutrongeneratorto explore the possibii- usedwith thedeclared initialenrichmentto calculate the
ity of synchronousdetection with active neutrons. This fissile plutoniumand uraniumcontent. The procedure
approachis possible because the Schlumberger system is indirectand sensitive to severalerror sources such as
can operate at up to a 50% duty factor, in effect, a the fuel irradiationhistory declared by the operator,the
squarewave of neutronyield, cooling off period since the fuel was removed, and the

The results to date are preliminary but quite initial enrichment.5"8,10, 12-15
promising. The system is capableof resolving the fis- Active neutron assay could alleviate these prob-
sile material contained in a small fraction of the fuel iems because it provides a directmeasure of the fissile
rods in a cold fuel assembly. It also appearsto be quite material. However,active neutronassay has been diffi-
resilient to backgroundneutroninterference. The inter- cult becauseof the high ambientneutron emission from
rogatingneutronsappear to be non-thermalandpenetrat- typicalspentfuel. Two approacheshavebeen triedwith
ing. Althougha significant amount of workremains to some success, but both are sensitive to the high-back-
fully explore the relevant physics and optimize the ground-neutronrates. One approachis the 252_Cfshuf-
instrument design, the underlying concept appears tier. The basis for the shuffler is to irradiate a sample
sound, with an interrogating californium source, remove the

source, and count the delayed fission neutrons.
INTRODUCTION However,to adequatelydetectthe induced,delayedneu-
The Spent Fuel Problem trons above the backgroundrate typical for spent fuel

requires a large source, on the orderof 109-1010n/s.
Potentialdiversion of the fissile material in spent Even with large sources, this techniquecvnnotmeasure

fuel is a significant problemin global nuclearmaterials highly radiatingspent fuel.16"i9
management because of the sheer magnitude of the Another approach is the Fork detector combined
materials involved. For example, in the US, the first with neutronmultiplicity counting and an americium
geologic repositoryfor spent fuel is planned to contain lithium photoneutronsource. The americiumlithium
60 00D Mt of uraniumand 500 Mt of plutonium from source interrogates the fuel sample with neutrons that
both defense and cor_merciai fuel cycles. The problem have no multiplicity component because the neutron
is also international; presently 28 nations have corn- productionprocess does not involve fission. The inter-
mercial or defense nuclear powerprograms. Some, such rogating neutrons induce fissions in the sample, and
as France,the UK, the FSU, aridIndia,areactively pur- these neutrons do have a multiplicity component. The

realcoincidenceandmultiplicitytriples rate is measured
*This work is supported by the US Department of by the multiplicity electronics and evaluated to deter-
Energy, Office of Nonproliferation and National mine the fissile material content. This method is also
Security.



limited to samples with low ambient neutron emission LINEAR SYSTEM ANALYSIS
rates.6,20,21

The present IAEA criterion for spent fuel assay is The principal motivation for developing the
to detect whethe-i_% of the rods are missing with at SAND system was to use all of the available
least a 90% confidence level. We wish to develop an "information" in an active neutron assay. Existing
active neutron-based assay system that measures fissile active prompt fission neutron systems may only count
material directly, that can accommodate the entire range for a fraction of the interrogate-count cycle. We felt
of ambient neutron interference possible from spent that to exploit the unique features of the Schlumberger
fuel, and that can satisfy the IAEA fiducial, neutron generator and also use all of the available

information required a formal analysis using linear sys-
Issues for Active Neutron-Based Assay tem theory. Establishing that the active neutron system

was in fact linear was the first part of the experimental
The technical challenge of active neutron assay is schedule.

to separate the induced fission neutrons from the inter- Linear theory is a mature and comprehensive tech-
rogating neutrons and the ambient background, nique that allows analyzing systems from two equiva-
Historically, several approaches have been tried, such as lent viewpoints: the time domain and the frequency
the differential die-away (DDA) method, the californium domain. The conversion from one domain to the other
shuffler, the active well coincidence counter (AWCC), is done by Laplace and Fourier transforms. Often, sys-
and the related active Fork detector. The separation of terns that seem complicated in the time domain appear
the ambient background neutron rate from the fission understandable in the frequency domain. The SAND
neutron rate is done in a similar fashion for all these concept evolved from the frequency domain analysis of
methods: by background subtraction. The method of an active neutron assay system. 2.3
separating the induced fission neutrons from the interro- For example, Fig. 1 illustrates two of the impor-
gating neutrons depends on the assay method, but is tant features of linear systems. These are as follows:
generally based on time separation. The Fork and
AWCC detectors separate by time correlation, the shuf- 1. The response of a linear system to an impulse
tier separates by removing the source and counting function is equal to the system function of the
delayed neutrons, and the DDA separates in time by system. This ease is unique; all other driving
waiting for the initial interrogating neutron burst to functions must be convolved with the response
decay away in the detectors before count- function. For example, the simple system de-
ing. 6,8,10,13,18"26 pitted in Fig. 1 responds to an impulse with a

Another issue for active neutron assay is the aver- decaying exponential. Thus, the system function
age energy or temperature of the interrogating neutron is a decaying exponential, which can also be
spectrum. For the spent fuel application in particular, expressed in the frequency domain as the algebraic
it is important to interrogate with nonthermal, energetic function ll(s + a). The significance in this
neutrons. The reason is that "cold" thermal neutrons instance is that it becomes possible with the neu-
have large fission cross sections, will not penetrate the tron generator to measure the system function of
fuel assembly, and will only sample a small portion of the neutron assay system. The neutron generator
the fissile material. 27 is programmed to produce a short impulse of neu-

The SAND system, which we are developing, sep- trons. The resulting neutron count rate as a func-
arates the induced neutrons from the ambient back- tion of time is the system function of the system.
ground in frequency and phase, rather than in time. The
apparent benefits are a system that is more highly resis- 2 Any complex exponential, therefore any sine
tant to background interference, uses more penetrating wave, is an eigenfunction of a linear system. The
"hot" neutrons for interrogation, and does not saturate significance of this feature is that when a linear
the neutron detectors. This method is called synchro- system is driven by a sine wave, it will respond
nous detection and has been used routinely in many with the same sine wave, modified only in ampli-
physics applications. In the SAND system, the neutron tude and phase. The input and output frequencies
generator produces a square wave of neutrons, rather will be identical. Equivalently, the complex
than a short pulse. Neutrons from induced fissions in exponential eigenfunction is multiplied by a corn-
the sample are counted using a multichannel time plex eigenvalue.
scaler, which counts individual neutrons in a stream of
short time bins. The data irom these time bins is used This second feature and a simple trigonometric
to implement a lock-in amplifier digitally. The fre- identity provide the basis for synchronous detection,
quency and phase component corresponding to the illustrated in Fig. 2. When the product of two sine
induced prompt fission neutrons is selected, and the waves is integrated over time, the integral is zero except
other components are attenuated, when the frequencies are identical.
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Fir. 1. This diagram illustrates some of the basic princ_Tels of linear systems. At the top, a
linear system e.r_ited by an impulse responds with the system function. For the decaying exponen-
tial shown, the frequency response of this system to a sin wave is a sine wave at the same frequency
but at a different phase and magnitude. For frequencies above the inverse decay time pole, the
phase delay is 90 degrees. The system function for this example is shown in the diagram and is a
simple pole.
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Fig. 2. This diagram illustrates some of the potential benefits of linear system theory for this appli-
cation. At the top, a typical neutron signal represented as white noise is Fourier transformed. The result
is that the variance of the noise is divided by the N frequency bins of the discrete Fourier transform.
However, as shown at the bottom, the Fourier transform of a sine wave appears in only one frequency bin.
Systems excited by a sine wave therefore recover all of the driving term but only a small fraction of the
background noise. The method for projecting out the sine wave component is the time integral shown at
the bottom.



_,dt ei(t°_t+°l ) * ei(t°2t+02) will have an amplitude equal to the variance of the am-bient neutron count rate divided by the number of bins.

= t$(0)1 -- 0)2) * COS(01- 02 ) (1) Because the synchronous detection filter selects only a
single bin, only one bin's worth of noise survives. The
rest are eliminated. The effect of the noise is reduced by

and equivalently in discrete time : the number of time or frequency bins.
The overall improvement in background reduction

N can be expressed in terms of the number of "noise
E sin(0)ln - 01)* sin(0)2n - 02) bins." In discrete time, the Fourier transform converts a
n=l time series into a frequency representation. The number

---t_(0) 1 --0)2)* COS(01 --02) of frequency bins is identical to the number of time
bins. Therefore, a single frequency bin of noise is

Equation 1 enables selecting, or projecting out, a equivalent to a single time bin of noise. The back-
single Fourier component of a complicated signal. A ground rejection improvement can be thought of as
linear system driven by a sine wave responds with the reducing the count time to a single time bin (with all
same sine wave modified only in amplitude and phase, the desired signal surviving).
Therefore, to measure the response of a linear system, it
is driven by a sine wave. The output will be a sine EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
wave of the same frequency but presumably mixed with
noise and interference. The output is analyzed by F,q. 1, A schematic of the neutron generator, data acquisi-
using the input as the reference. The result will be the tion, and control system is shown in Fig. 3. The entire
system response at this frequency because only the one control and data acquisition system is computer-software
frequency component corresponding to the driving controlled. The major components of the system are as
source will survive. All other Fourier components of follows:
the output, due to noise or interference, for example, are
eliminated. 1. The PC-based computer with attached PC-bus

This process is the basis for synchronous detec- expansion chassis to accommodate additional inter-
tion. A reference signal is generated that is used to face boards.
drive a linear system. The response of the system is
then multiplied by the reference signal (suitably phase- 2. The Schlumberger neutron generator tube, which
shifted) and the product is time integrated. The result is is enclosed in a pressure chamber for high-voltage
the system response at that frequency. All other noise stand-off. A neutron scintillation detector is
and interference components not of the proper frequency mounted adjacent to the _generator tube to monitor
and phase are filtered out. Only noise that matches the 14-MeV neutron output, l
precise frequency and phase survives, and this can be a
very small fraction of the total interference. Typical, 3. The power and control electronics for the
commercial lock-in amplifiers that implement the syn- Schlumberger neutron generator. Three separate
chronous detection technique resolve signals at 10"8 circuits are energized to operate the tube: the high
compared to the iaoise.4 ion accelerator voltage that accelerates the deu-

Figure 2 illustrates the benefit of synchronous terium and tritium ions to collide, an intermediate
detection for the active neutron assay application. If an voltage that creates the source plasma, and a cur-
assay system were driven by a pure sine wave, the rent source used to heat the source filament/getter
response would be a sine wave with the same frequency that controls the plasma density, the beam current,
but perhaps a different phase. This sine wave would be and the neutron yield. The control electronics con-
the single Fourier component that would survive the rains a feedback system that controls the filament
synchronous detection filter. All of the system re- current to maintain a constant beam current in the
sponse to the neutron interrogation would be measured, accelerator portion of the tube. (The beam current
By contrast, the ambient passive neutron signal obeys is measured as the current drain on the high-volt-
the normal distribution (for large counts). The time age supply). The generator tube output is
series for the ambient count rate will be a normal distri- switched by switching the intermediate (2.2 kV)
bution about a mean value. The spectral density of this supply. A digital waveform generator board in the
time series will consist of a large zero frequency, DC, PC expansion chassis provides the TTL-compati-
component corresponding to the mean value, and a flat ble signal to control the switching. Therefore, the
spectrum corresponding to the fluctuations, computer system can program the neutron output

In the discrete time domain, the broad, flat portion waveform, in both frequency and duty factor.
of the spectrum corresponding to the fluctuation level
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4. The assay chamber,which consists of the neutron ware control.28 One boardmeasures the neutron
generator,neutronmonitor,3He neutrondetector countrateof the scintillationdetectorand the other
tubes embedded in polyethylene, the cold fuel measures the count rate of the 3He detectors.
sample, andsurroundingwalls of cadmiumcovered These boards are multichannel time scalers; they
polyethylene. The chamber geometry is shown in count pulses in successive timebins. During each
Fig. 4. bin time, the board counts neutron pulses digi-

tally, then sequences to the next bin. The number
5. Aml_iifierelectronics for both the scintillatorand of bins and the time width of the bins is pro-

the*He detectorsignals, grammableand can vary from4 to 4096 bins and
from 2 Its in width to 35.7 min. These boards

6. An EG&G Model 974TM quad counter and an enable the measurementof the time behavior of
MSR-4 multiplicitycounter. The gating for these the neutroncount rate. Typically, we operated
counters is controlled by an interfaceboard in the with 128 time bins that were 3 _ts wide for both
expansion chassis and is programmable from the boards.28
operating software. Any gating window can be
selected. The quadcountercounts the neutronsin The entiresystem was operatedfrom the computer
the specified gate from both the scintillatorandthe andcould be easily programmedto any desiredconfigu-
3He detectors, ration. Adjustableparametersincludedthe frequencyand

duty factor for the neutron pulses, the numberof neu-
7. A PC expansion chassis that containsdigital inter- tron pulses for a single data run, the gated on and off

face boards. These I/O boardsmonitorandcontrol times forboth the EG&G 974 andthe MSR-4 counters,
the Schlumbergercontrol electronics and provide and the numberand width of the time bins in the ACE-
the waveform for neutron pulsing. All control MCSmultichannelscalers.
aspects of the neutron generator are under soft- A detail of the assay chamber is shown in Fig. 4.
ware/computercontrol. The chamber was designedto insure that the interrogat-

ing neutron spectrum was energetic and penetrating.
8. Two EG&G ACE-MCSTM multi-channel time The 14-MeV neutrons are slightly moderatedby a 0.5-

scaler boards in the expansionchassis, undersoft- in.-thick sheet of polyethylene. We are currently
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Fig. 4. A diagram of
the assay chamber geometry.
showing the neutron gener-
ator, neutron monitor, the

fresh fuel assembly and the Fuel
3He detectors embedded in
polyethylene. Note that the GI

chamber walls are cadmium. Cadmiumcovered polyethylene to
shield the detectors from the Coating
interrogating neutrons and
to maintain a "hot" interro.
gating spectrum.

Cadmium HE-3 Detectors in CH2

exploring other options to improve the spectrum tailor-
ing. The chamber is entirely covered with 0.03-in.- 1
thick cadmium to prevent thermal neutrons from the 2_rf >>- (2)
polyethylene walls from re-entering the chamber. ZE

We have examined the issue of whether the inter-

rogating neutron spectrum was sufficiently energetic to For nominal thermalization times of r E "- 3 _ts,

penetrate and evenly sample the fuel rod assembly, the interrogating frequency would have to be larger than
MCNI' calculations were done to model the entire detec- 53 kHz, well above the operating range of the neutron
tion system. 29 Some of these results are shown in
Fig. 5. Two MCNP tallies were made: one was the generator.
energy distribution of the neutrons leaving the spectrum Because the interrogating neutron counts cannot be
tailoring material, and the other was the spatial distribu- separated from the induced fission neutron counts using
tion of induced fissions in the fuel assembly. The inter- a phase difference, the separation is largely accom-

l?lished by exploiting the assay chamber geometry. The
rogating neutron energy spectrum is broad and extends -'He detectors are shielded from direct exposure to the
up to the 14-MeV source level. There does not appear
to be a large concentration of thermal neutrons. This neutron generator and the spectrum tailoring material.
spectrum is highly penetrating and should sample the Detected neutrons must be either fission neutrons fromthe fuel assembly or scattered interrogating neutrons.
fuel assembly somewhat evenly, although some neu- The cadmium-coated chamber should reduce much of the
trons will equilibrate with the polyethylene wall. The
more direct measure of the sampling effectiveness of the scattered signal. Preliminary results show that the ratio
interrogating neutrons is shown in the bottom plot of of detected fission neutrons to interrogating neutrons is
Fig. 5, which whos the normalized distribution of about 0.4. No chamber optimization was done prior to
induced fissions as a function of fuel rod row, measured this measurement. Future work will explore design
from the front surface. The decay of the induced fission modifications to reduce the scattered component and
rate is gradual and the entire assembly is sampled, improve this ratio.

The assay data of the fuel rod assembly is another Basic Response Tests
indicator that the interrogating neutrons are effectively Impulse Test
sampling the assembly. The sensitivity of the mea-

surement to individual fuel rods seemed largely indepen- Because the method of synchronous detection is
dent of position. These results will be discussed in quite novel for active neutron assay, the fundamental
greater detail in a later section, operation and physics of this system was investigated

In this configuration there is negligible phase (or
time) delay between the interrogating and induced fis- before attempting an actual assay. The first step toward
sion signals. The reason is that the equilibration time characterizing this system was to determine the impulse
(time to become thermalized) for neutrons is very short response, The impulse response is fundamental to a
compared to the period of the interrogating waveform, linear system because it defines the system function.
To see a phase shift under these conditions, the neutron The presumption for our development was that the
pulse frequency f would have to be much greater than impulse response for this assay system would be a
the pole at the inverse equilibration time:
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simple decaying exponential,wldch is how neutronsare width of the initial pulse mustbe deconvoived with the
expected to die away in active neutron assay chambers, measured response.

To test this assumption, the neutron generator The deconvolution procedure can be made rela-
system was programmed to produce the shortest neutron tively easy by using Laplace transforms. The Laplace
pulse possible, about 15 Its long. The initial pulse transform of the finite-width neutron generator pulse
waveform and magnitude was monitored using the scin- was modeled using terms in the form e'sTIs, where s is
tiilation detector and one of the ACE-MCS scaler the Laplace complex frequency variable and T is the
boards. The response of the 3He detector tubes was also time delay or pulse width. The inverse Laplace trans-
measured using the second multichannel time scaler, form of this model is fitted to the data. Then this fitted
Both boards were programmed for 100 bins, each 5 _ts Laplace model was multiplied by terms of the form l/(s
wide. The results are shown in Fig. 6. + a), which correspondstoa decaying exponential. The

The plots in Fig. 6 show the time history of the inverse transform of this combined model was then fit-
neutron generator pulse and the detection system ted to the 3He data by adjusting only the parameters for
response. To achieve acceptable statistics, we measured the decaying exponentials. The result is a complete
20,000 pulses and the counts were accumulated in each model and the model parameters specify the exponential
time bin. The timing for the muitichannel scaler was ,decay time. The model fits to both the generator pulse
established using the leading edge of the neutron genera- _,ndthe detected neutrons, and the exact model equations
tor pulse as a time fiducial, e_reshown in Fig. 7.

The waveform of the 3He-detected neutrons ap- These results show that the dominant system
pears approximately, but not exactly, as a decaying response was a decaying exponential with a decay time
exponential. However, attempting to fit this curve to a of 131.5 Its. The frequency domain representation is
decaying exponential is not adequate because the neutron H(s)=l/(s + a), where (s + a) is the simple pole corre-
generator pulse was not an ideal delta function in time. sponding to the inverse decay time.
To properly analyze the system response, the finite
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There was also a second exponential detected at two essential conditions: time invariance and superpo-
roughly 13 ItS. However, further experiments demon- sition. Because there are no physical changes to the as-
strated that this component was a result of detector satu- say system, time invariance is satisfied. Superposition
ration from the high-intensity neutron flux in the short will be generally satisfied because neutrons do not inter-
generator pulse. When the neutron generator yield was act with one another. An exception would be the satu-
reduced, this component nearly vanished. The only ration of the neutron detectors or detector electronics.
discernible system behavior after deconvolution was the Saturation is a concern because it occurs when the gen-
single decaying exponential. These results indicate that erator produces high-yield, narrow neutron pulses. To
the system is linear and that the system function is a establish that saturation does not occur when operating
single decaying exponential, in the square wave mode, we compared the measured

output from the assay chamber -SHe detectors to the
Linearity Test output from the scintillation detector, which monitors

the neutron generator yield.
The next test for this system was to further estab- The neutron generator was programmed to operate

fish linear behavior. A linear system must satisfy only at a 50% duty factor (square wave) at a pulse frequency
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s=p[exp(-s:,)+_xp (-s_2)

.S'=fdz p(t-_)[ exp (-t / _, ) + p exp(-t / _, )]
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of 2.6 kHz. Both the scintillation neutron monitor and Deconvolution Technique

the 3He-detector outputs were measured using the multi-
channel scaler boards. The yield of the neutron genera- To furtherexploreand confirm the linear operation
tar was then scaled by adjusting the accelerating high of the assay system, we investigated the response of the
voltage from 10 kV to 90 kV in 10 kV steps. Typical system in the frequency domain. The first test was to
data from the neutron detectors is plotted in Fig. 8. experimentally measure the actual phase shift of the

At each point, the time-integrated, total neutron interrogating neutron waveform. The method for digital
generator output (scintillator) and 3He-detected neutrons deconvolution of the neutron count rate follows closely
were measured. The results are plotted in Fig. 9. The the methods used by commercial lock-in amplifiers.
plot of the detector response as a function of neutron Figure 10 plots the rate of detected neutrons by the
generator yield in Fig. 9 shows a linear response up to assay chamber as a function of time. This time series
the highest voltage settings and neutron output. This is a nominal, detected-neutron time series in the syn-
test confirms that the detectors are not saturating and chronous mode. The procedure for implementing syn-
that the system is operating in a linear mode. chronous detection on this data is to calculate the time

integral (sum in discrete time) of the product of the time
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series with the interrogating neutron sine wave
(appropriately phase shifted). The formula for this Equation3 selects the single fouriercomponentof
calculationin discrete time is x(n) with the same frequencyand phase as sin(n - 0).

All other frequenciesareeliminatedandotherphases are
N attenuatedby the cosine of the angle difference,accord-

R(¢)= _ x(n) * sin(oJn - O) (3) ing to the equation
n=l



rate and the sine wave with "optimal" phase shift. The
• optimal phase shift was determined by calculating the

time integral of the product between the data and the
synthetic reference as a function of phase shift. That is.

Eq. 3 was calculated for the entire range of possibles . phase shifts: 0 < w < 2x. These results are also plot-

| ' : , /
/ '. X : ted in Fig. 10. These results follow the expected cosine

/ ",. _ dependence of Eq. 4. The peak of this plot corresponds
/ " _x " to the point of zero phase difference, the ideal phases

• --. _ '.. _" shift. As the phase shift changes from the ideal, the
.." %_..,.S S

----c.,,,.mmsi_ ". : value for the time integr-l, Eq. 3, decreases as the

...., c,,,,,,mm,_A i;" .... .." , . cosine. Therefore, the proper value for the phase shift
o ,e lm m am am m s ,m is simply the phase value corresponding to the peak

smNumtw.Phmm(eq)_ CmmtuttmFmutt shown in Fig, 10. The resulting sine curve correspond-
ing to this phase shift is also plotted in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. This ploE shows a nominal measured Most of the data taken in these investigations were
rumtronpu_z in the square wave mode. Also shown is at an interrogating frequency of 2.6 kHz. The corre-
the optimal sine wave for _ integ_ Finally, the sponding optimal phase shift is 59 degrees. The value
time integral as a function of the phase shift is plotted, of it should be in phase with the prompt fission neu-
The optimumphase shift for this particular data set is tron signal induced by the "hot" neutrons. The reason
a/out 50 degrees, is that the neutron _zation time z'Tis quite short

in most materials, on the order of just a few microsec-

o2n_.(_Because the operating frequency to = 2_rwherefN = . id-lz and e)=_. 1.6 • 104 rps, _s _oo toy,,,compared
sin(fOln - Ol) * sin(oJ2n - 02 ) to the frequency corresponding to the thermalization

n=l time, s ffi l/v/. - 1/3 * 10"°, s = 3.3 * 105, and there is

= (5(0_1 - CO2 ) * cos(Ol - 02 ) (4) no additional phase shift from the thermal neutrons.

For a lock-in amplifier, the condition that the ref- Phage Teat
erence frequency ml matches the desired system re- We conducted another test to establish that this
sponse frequency, 0)2 is gmmmteod because the system
response frequency is identical to the driving frequency, system is linear and that the system function is a sire-

The procedure for implementing synchronous de- pie decaying exponential. A simple decaying exponen-
tection digitally for this application follows the method tial in the time domain corresponds to a single pole in
used by modern lock-in amplifiers. 4 The leading edge the frequency domain. For interrogating frequencies
of the neutron square wave is used as a time fiducial, well below the pole frequency, there should be no phase

shift. For frequencies well above the pole frequency,Then, the data analysis software generates a synthetic
sine wave synchronized with the leading edge of the there should be a phase delay of 90 degrees. For fre-quencies close to the pole frequency, the phase delay
neutron pulse.

However, there are two considerations for a lock-in should increase monotonically with frequency from zero
amplifier (T_Is. 3 and 4) in this particular instance. The to 90 degrees.
first consideration is due to the square wave interrogat- We tested this behavior by scaling the neutron
ing waveform. In an ideal lock-in amplifier system, the generator the full range of allowed frequencies for"a
interrogating (reference) waveform is a sine wave. For duty factor, 2 kHz < f < 3 kHz, and measured the
this active neutron assay system, however, the interro- "optimum" phase shift. The results are plotted in
gating waveform is a neutron square wave. This aI>- Fig. I I. As expected, the optimum phase shift in-creases monotonically with frequency. Quantitatively,
proach is still effective because the dominant compo-
nent of a squme wave is the fundamental (lowest hat- the phase shift matches the expected value for a single
monic) sin wave. pole at s = l/l_D,f= l127c¢D,andfffi 1224 Hz.

The second issue is the selection of the proper NOISE REJECTION TEST
phase delay of the reference signal to match the real
phase shift of the measured neutron signal. Optimally,
these two phase delays should be the same to obtain the The next test investigated whether the syn-chronous detection method is more resilient to the
most sensitive response based on equation 4: cos(0)=l, ambient neutron interference than conventional back-

The selection of the proper phase shift for the ref-
erence signal delay was difficult and had to be done ground subtraction methods. This issue was tested by
experimentally. The method is illustrated in Fig. 10. comparing two methods for separating the background
Figure 10 plots the time series of the measured neutron neutron rate from the desired signal. Because the issue
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is strictly backgro_:nd elimination, we compared two neutrons, not any lack of statistical precision. The
systems for removing the background neutron inferrer- variance of the data from counting statistics was deter-
ence from a measurement of the neutron generator sig- mined to be two orders of magnitude less than the ob-
nal. The methods were synchronous detection and con- served variance.
ventional background subtraction. These tests repeated Both the synchronous detection and conventional
the output scaling measurements for the linearity test subtraction results are plotted in Fig. 12. At each of
above, with several important differences. First, the several accelerating voltages, several measurements were
measurements were conducted using an intense 252Cf made to determine repeatability and precision. In both
source to provide the ambient neutron background, cases the mean response of the system scales quite lin-
Second, two sets of measurements were made: one us- early with the neutron generator source strength.
ing synchronous detection and generating a square wave However, there is considerably more scatter in the con-
neutron output, and the other using conventional back- ventional data than for the synchronous detection data.
ground subtraction and producing narrow neutron The only difference between the two data sets is the
pulses, as is done conventionally. In both cases, the to- method for extracting the neutron generator data. The
tal neutron output was the same. The accelerating volt- important observation from these tests is that the rela-
age, neutron output rate, and total assay time were kept five variance of the synchronous detection data is a fac-
identical between the two sets of measurements. For tor of 4 better than for the conventional case.

the short-pulse measurements, a background count was Therefore, the synchronous detection method is measur-
done as well. ably more resistant to interference from ambient back-

These measurements were also done at a much ground neutrons.
lower accelerating voltage and neutron yield than for the
iinearity test. The accelerating voltage was scaled from COLD FUEL MEASUREMENTS
10 kV to 35 kV only. The neutron yield at 35 kV is
over one order of magnitude lower than at the maximum The final test for these preliminary investigations
100 kV level. The lower neutron yield was necessary to was to determine whether the SAND system could accu-
effectively increase the effect of the ambient neutron rately and reliably measure fissile material in a fresh
source (the significant effect is the ratio of the back- fuel assembly. For these tests we measured the output
ground source strength to the neutron generator source of the SAND system as a function of the number of
strength). The second reason was to prevent detector fuel rods in a fuel assembly. The measurement was
saturation when running in the "short pulse" mode. repeated several times for different amounts of fuel rods

A final condition was that the measurements were present in the assembly. We did not attempt to abso-
conducted for 50 000 neutron pulses to obtain sufficient lutely calibrate the system, rather, the intent was to
counting statistics. The fluctuations in the measured determine the measurement resolution in terms of the
data reflect the interference of the ambient background number of rods that could be resolved in the assembly.
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The rods were also added and removed from differ- The fuel assembly itself can hold a maximum of
ent locations in the fuel assembly, to test the unifor- 204 fuel rods in a 15 by 15 matrix. Each fuel rod is
mity of the spatial response. Although the spatial stainless-steel-coated uranium oxide at 3.19% enrich-
uniformity was not measured in a detailed fashion, ment. Each rod contains 19.75 grams of235U.

selecting different locations would presumably increase The detection chamber design was not optimized
the overall data scatter, for these tests. The nominal neutron detection effi-

The sand system was operated at a frequency of ciency was roughly 3% and the die-away time was
2.6 kHz, a duty factor of 50% (for synchronous detec- 130 its. The floor of the chamber was cadmium-coated
tion), and 500 000 neutron pulses were done for each concrete. The top of the assay chamber was open.

data point. The average assay took roughly 5 min. to A total of 27 data points were taken for this initial
complete. The multi-channel scalers were programmed test. The results are plotted in Fig. 14, which shows
for 128 bins of 3 _ts each, for both the neutron monitor the total synchronous detection counts normalized to the
and the 3He detected neutrons. Nominal data are shown number of bins, as a function of the number of fuel rods

in Fig. 13 for the extreme cases of an empty fuel as- in the assembly. Because a significant signal is present
sembly and a full fuel assembly. The interrogating neu- without fuel rods present, the data are normalized by
tron pulse is also plotted, subtracting the zero fuel case. The data in Fig. 14

demonstrate a very linear response of the SAND system
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to the amount of fissile material present. Moreover, the
different spatial positions of the rods that were removed CONCLUSIONS AND REMAINING WORK
do not seem to have significantly degraded the results.

An exploded view of these data is shown in There are several conclusions and clear directions
Fig. 15, which plots only the cluster of data near a full for future research from this work:
fuel assembly. A total of 14 data points are plotted.
This plot shows the response of the system when only 1. The SAND system is capable of measuring the
a few rods are removed from a full fuel assembly and fissile material in cold fuel with acceptable preci-
measures the resolution of this configuration. From sion at present. The resolution of the measure-
these data, the SAND system can resolve 10 fuel rods in ment was about 10 rods in a fuel assembly con-
a fuel assembly of 204, which satisfies the IAEA fidu- sisting of 204 rods. The IAEA safeguards fiducial
cial of 10% resolution, for spent fuel is the detection of 10% of the fuel
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rods, which would be 20 rods in this instance. In interrogatingneutrons. Finally, experimentswith
addition, the detection chamber design has not inten_gatingfrequencywill be conductedto deter-
been optimized. The detection efficiency is mine the optimum neutron pulse frequency. At
roughly 3% and much of the geometry is open. present,only a partialphase shift is achieved. A
The spectrum tailoring material has r.ot been more complete phase shift of 90 degrees might
optimized and the geometry has not been opti- improveperformance. With these improvements,
mized to improve the ratio of fission neutrons to themeasurementprecisioncould be improved.



the counting to begin well after the neutron pulse.
2. The synchronous detection method appears to be In either case, significant information is lost. The

more resilient to background (neutron counting) synchronous detection method does not suffer this
interference than other techniques. We presented limitation.
data com'Jaring the SAND method to conventional
background subtraction using a pulsed neutron 5. This particular configuration interrogated the cold
source, and the variance for synchronous detection fuel with a "hot" neutron spectrum. It is impor-
was less by a factor of 4. Moreover, the SAND tant to interrogate fuel assemblies with nonther-
method measures prompt fission neutrons, so it real neutrons so the neutrons penetrate to the core
would probably have a natural advantage compared of the assembly. Otherwise, only the outer layer
to delayed neutron interrogation methods. Other is measured. Systems that use short-pulse inter-
spent fuel measurement techniques, such as the rogation, such as conventional differential die-
active neutron collar, are also not resilient to away instruments,cannotbegin counting until the
backgroundneutroninterference, detectorsareno longersaturated. At this pointthe

interrogatingspectrumis entirely thermal.
3. Although the SAND approachshows promise in

this area, a detailed comparison of the noise Although the precise neutron energy distribution
immunity of synchronous detection is one of the was not known for these experiments, MCNP
areas for f',tureresearch. The noise immunityof calculations shown in Fig. 5 indicate that the
the SAND system has not been tested at the interrogatingspectrumextends from epi-therrnal
extreme requiredfor the spent fuel measurement, to the neutron source energy of 14 MeV.
We plan to repeat the cold fuel assay measure- Moreover, the measurement seemed insensitive
ments using the californiumsourceand a reduced to the position of the individual rods being
neutrongeneratoryield, as a next step. removed during the cold fuel measurements.

However, this area requiresadditional investiga-
3. Although the datawere not discussedin thispaper, tion to quantify the position sensitivity of the

we have also comparedthermal neutroninterroga- assay.
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